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Abstract 

We have searched for radiative deca,vs of the Y (1s) resonance, Y(lS) - TX, 
where S is one of the mesons 7). 77’. f2( 1270), f2( 1720), or a narrow resonance 
with mass less than 3 Ge\‘/c’ which decays into eit.her x07r0 or 7777. The mesons 
are identified in their all-neutral decay modes. Since we do not find any 
such decays, we calculate upper limits on the corresponding branching ratios. 
These limits are compared to t.heoretical predictions and t,o the corresponding 
branching ratios measured in radiative J/v- decays. 
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Introduction 

The main decay modes of a heavy narrow vector meson like the Y( 1s) result 

from the annihilation of its const.ituents: a heavy quark and antiquark. The decay 

mode with the largest rate is described in lowest order QCD by a three gluon 
intermediate st.ate which fragments with probability one into hadrons. Anot,her 

important decay mode proceeds similarly except that one of the gluons is replaced 

by a photon [lj. The bwo gluons hadronize into ordinary mesons or t,hey may 

form gluonium stat es, which consist in lowest order of two gluons. Therefore t,he 

study of radiative decays of heavy bound QQ states may provide insight int,o t,he 

formation mechanism and the gluonic content of light mesons. Radiative decays 

of the J/ G have been measured j2] with branching ratios of t,he order of 10e3 

and have revealed two gluonium candidat.e states [3:4:. the ~(1440) and f2(1i20). 

Thus it is of considerable interest to also search for radiative decays of the Y(lS) 

resonance to t.hese gluonium candidates and to other light mesons. 

Radiative decay rat.es can be calculated j5.6.71 within the framework of QCD. 

The coupling of gluons t.o heavy quarks can be treated perturbatively. whereas 

the coupling of gluons to light quarks has to be determined with low-energy 

non-perturbative matrix elements. By forming ratios of decay rates for differ- 

ent quarkonia st.at,es: the uncert,ain mat,rix elements cancel and the ratios will 

depend on quark masses mQ only. In particular. t,he Y(lS) radiative branching 

ratio B(Y --$ 7-X) is found in most. theoretical calculations [5,6,7] to be sup- 

pressed by about (eb/e,)2(m,/m~)2 “V l/40 with respect to the J/q’ branching 

ratio B( J/J, -+ 7-X). where eQ is the charge and mQ the mass of t,he quark. 

Therefore, rather large dat,a samples are needed to study radiative Y(lS) decays. 

Data Sample and Detector 

The analysis presented here is based on 46pb-’ of dat.a collected on the Y(lS) 

resonance. corresponding to (4i6 i 20) x 10” produced Y (1s) mesons. A second 

data sample of 2Op&’ on t,he Y( 4s) resonance was used for background st.udies. 

The data were collect,ed with the Crystal Ball det.ector at the e+e- st,orage ring 

DORIS II at. DES\--. Phot.on energies and directions are measured in the main part 

of the det.ect.or? a spherical shell of 672 KaI( Tl) crystals covering 93% of 4x. For 

electromagnetically showering part.icles the energy resolution is given by cr~/E = 

(3.; * O.‘)%t/$gEz:, and t.he polar angular resolution is erg = 2” to 3”. slightly 

depending on energy. Phot.ons, electrons and positrons yield a rather symmet.ric 

lateral energy deposit.ion patt.ern wit.h t,ypically 70% of t,he energy deposited in 
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one crystal and about 98’% in 13 contiguous crystals. Proportional tube chambers 

surrounding the hea.m pipe detect charged particles. A more detailed description 

of the detector can be found in reference [8]. 

Because of its good photon energy resolution, t.he Crystal Ball detectsor is well 

suited to search for radiative decays of the Y( 1s) resonance to mesons which 

decay with large branching fractions int,o all-neut.ral final stat,es. In particular 

those final states are used which contain rr”s iB(-rr” -+ yy) = 98.8?%] and n’s 

[B(77 4 yy) = 39% and B(n 4 3n”) = 32% [2jj. The following decay modes, all 

measured cm the J/t) with a substantial branching rabio, were searched for on the 

Y( 1s): 

ytw --+ Y7 
Y(B) --t yq ) 77’ --f rj7rC’7r0 
Y(1S) --t yfz(1370) ) f,(lXO) + Tic7rc (1) 

Y(1S) + -&(lZO) . f2(120) -+ 7p] . 

The fz( 120) resonance, a strong glunnium candidate. was originally discovered [4] 

in the channel 777. Therefore we have extended our search for other narrow res- 

onances X with width I’x < 50 MeV and mass less than 3 GeV/c2 in the decay 

chains: 
Y(S) -+ -)x ) x + 7r0T0 
Y(1S) -+ 7x’ ) x -+ ?j?j . (3) 

The advantage of a search for 7r07ro over ~T+T- arises from the fact t,hat iso-vector 

resonances do not decay into the former channel. Thus a possible feed-down from 

Y( IS) decays to n”pC, 7rc’p0( 1600) and r”pi( 1690) will be absent. 

If the meson X produced in radiative decays has a mass small compared to the 

Y(lS) mass Mr. it,s Lorentz boost is given by Ex/mx 2 Mr/2nrx >> 1. Due to 

this rather large boost all t.he meson decay products t.end t.o clust.er in a narrow 

cone opposite t.o the radiat,ire photon. This can be seen in Fig. 1 for a typical 

Monte Carlo event. [9] of the type Y(1S) + yn’, $ --i 7)x0x0, n -+ 37r”. Only 

two energy clusters appear in the detector. It is obvious t,hat even with t.he finely 

segmented Cryst,al Ball det.ect.or it is not possible to disent,angle t,he energies and 

impact points of all 10 individual phot.ons from the decay of the 77’. However. 

the invariant, mass of t,he 10 photons and thus the mass of the 7’ meson can be 

-reconstructed to good approximation. This is achieved wit,h the “Global Shower 

Technique” [lo], by which th e invariant mass of a shower is estimat.ed from the 

second moment of t,he energy deposition. This will be discribed in detail in the 

next section. 

Anot her algorithm called “PIFIT” jlO] is used which performs maximum like- 

lihood fits to the pat.tern of energy deposition using the hypotheses that eit,her two 

2 
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photons or one phot.on created t,he shower, respectively. For an energy deposit.ion 

of mult,i-photon origin the two-photon hypothesis will also be very likely. Thus t.he 

difference in the log-likeliho.od ‘11. of the two hypot~heses is used as a quantitive _ 
measure whether a shower is more consistent with multi-photon or one-phot.on 

origin. 

For t,he particular decay mode Y( 1s) 4 7~. 77 --$ 2-y one energy cluster is due 

to exact.ly two photons. II: this case the difference in the log-likelihood from PIFIT 

alone can be used t,o discriminat,e between showers arising from a single phot.on 

and from t,wo phot,ons. For overlapping showers originat,ing from t,wo phot,ons 

PIFIT yields in addition an estimate on the impact point of t,he two photons, t,hus 

allowing the reconstruction of an invariant mass. The analysis for this specific 

channel involving the PIFIT algorithm alone will be presented in a later section. 

Global Shower Analysis 

The Global Shower Technique uses an energy cluster. defined as a contiguous 

region of tryst als where each crystal has more than 10 MeV of deposited energy 

E,1 The total energy in the cluster is given by E = 2; E,: where t,he sum extends 

over all cryst.als in the cluster. The direction of the center of gravity of each 

energy cluster is defined by c’ = i 1, b,E, where c^, is the unit. vector point,ing t*o 

the cent.er of t,he jth crystal. The second moment of the cluster is calculat’ed with 

S = 2 x;(c’-~!,)~E,. Th e invariant mass Af of the clust.er is t.hen obt,ained from the 
-- 

relation Af = f E JS - S,. where S, = 4.0 x 10e3 rad2 is a measure of the average 

width of a single photon cluster. The non-vanishing value of S, arises mainly from 

the granularity of t.he detector and is determined wit,h Mont.e Carlo methods based 

on the Electron Gamma Shower program EGS [12]. The function f absorbs t’he 

contribution from higher orders in .I1 E. Over t.he mass range investigat,ed it. was 

found t,o be constant to a good approximation, f = 1.08. If the decay products of 

a meson form more than one energy cluster. each cluster is a.ssigned an invariant 

mass. an energy. and a direction and thus a four-vect,or. These four-vect.ors are 

t.hen combined to obt,ain the invariant mass of t.he decaying meson. 

For illustration, this method is applied to the Y(1S) -+ 7~’ Mont,e Carlo event 

of Fig. 1. The Global Shower Technique yields an invariant. mass of 46 MeV/c’ for 

t.he phot.on candidat,e on the left hand side. The clust.er on the right. side st.ems 

from the decay of the n’ and has an invariant mass of 937 MeV/c’. Given a mass 

resolution of about cr = 50Me\-/ c’ t,hese results are consistrent with zero phot,on 

mass and with t.he ~~cmti~m.l n’ mass of 958 MeV/cz7 respect,ively. 

3 
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Figure 1: Mercat.or-like projection of t.he Crystal Ball det.ect.or for a Mont.e Carlo 
event of the type: Y( IS) --+ ~‘1’. 71’ -+ q7r*7riTp. 11 -+ 3x”. The dot,t.ed lines are 
t.he boundaries bet.ween groups of 9 crystals. These boundaries have no physical 
significance and are sl~ow~~ for orientation only. The size of the dots indicates t.he 

energy deposit.ion in a cryst,al according to the scale given in t.he upper right part of 
the plot.. The solid lines surrounding the energy depositions show t.he boundaries 
of t.he energy clust.ers as defined in the text. All 10 photons from the 7’ go into 
t.he energy clust.er 011 the right hand side of t.hc project.ion. 
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The mass resolution obtained with t,his technique has been det.ermined with 

Monte Carfo generated events. The photjon angular distribut,ion for the decay 

into the pseudoscalars 77 and v’ was chosen t.o be 1 + cos2 6, : where 8, is t,he 

angle of the phot.on with respect t.o the beam direction. The angular distributions 

of the subsequent decays n + 37r” and 7’ + r/7r”rc’ were generat,ed isotropically 

since 110 evidence has been found [13:14: for deviations from phase space. As the 

helicit- structure for Y( IS) radiative decays to spin 2 mesons is unknown, we chose 

isotropic distributions for the product,ion and decays of f2(12iO) and fi(l720). The 

_X states were also generated isotropically and with zero intrinsic width. Finally, 

the interaction of the final state photons in the det,ector was simulated using t.he 

Electron Gamma Shower program EGS jllj. 

The event selection criteria to be discribed in the follo\ving section were then 

applied t,o the Uonte Carlo events. For mesons with a narrow width (7, 77’. X) fits 

to the Mont.e Carlo invariant mass spectra yield Gaussian line shapes posit,ioned 

within ~10L1e\‘/‘c2 of the nominal meson masses. The widths of the Gaussians 

were found to be independent of t.he number of energy clusters produced by the 

meson. However. the width increases with increasing meson mass and ranges from 

50 ?rIe\’ for low mass mesons to 90 Me\’ for high mass mesons. Due t,o t.he larger 

natural widths i9] of the f2(12TO) and fz(1720) mesons, the Mont,e Carlo mass 

resolutions also turn out t,o be larger: 127 Me\’ and 144 Me\‘, respectively? but 

consistent with Gaussian shapes. 

Event Select ion 

1-e are looking for events of the type Y ( IS) -+ 3 X 4 n) with all of t,he energy 

deposited in the detector. Events are selected with at least 8.5GeV of tot.al de- 

tected energy. and having two? three or four energy clusters. The neutrality of 

each cluster is ascertained by the requirement that there is no correlat,ed track in 

the proportional chambers. For ea.ch energy clust.er in the event we calculate c’and 

i’li. The t.otal momentum of all clust.ers is then given by p’= Tj <EJ, where EJ is 

the energy of the jth cluster with direction c; defined as above. To ensure approx- 

.imate momentum balance we require the transverse momentum jp,] < 1.5GeV/c 

and the longitudinal momentum lp; ( c 2.0 GeV/c. The larger cut for p, t,akes int,o 

account the width ur = 1.2 cm of the distribution of t,he production vert,ex. which 

cannot be corrected for event-by-event. For events with exact,ly two clusters we 

require at least one clusder with an invariant mass larger than 200MeV. 

The definition of the radiat.ive photon candidate is straight,forward. For events 
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with two energy clust.ers. hhe photon candida.te is the cluster with t.he lower invari- 

ant mass. For events with three or four energy clust,ers, the phot,on candidate is 

t,lie cluster most isolated in space. To reduce background, we require t,he photon 

candidate to be within 1 cosB, / <: 0.8. Background arises mainly from (radiat.ive) 

QED events c&cc- + J?(T) and e+c- + c+c-(>)? where in t.he lat,ter case bot’h. 

the final state electron and positron: are not det,ect,ed by t,he proportional cham- 

bers due t.o inefficiency. Both processes are peaked t.owards the beam direction. 

Background from hadronic events is very small due to t,he mult.iplicit,y cut of less 

than four clust,ers. 

We now turn t.o the analysis of those clusters originating from the meson decay 

products 0pposit.e to the photon candidate. Mesons produced in the radiative 

decay of the Y( 1s) get a Lorentz boost inversely proportional t.o their mass. Thus 

the decay pr0duct.s of light mesons tend to produce fewer energy clusters in t’he 

det.ector than do heavier mesons. To maximize t.he signal-tonoise ratio we group 

the events according to the number of clusters produced and analyze t,he t,wo groups 

with somewhat different cuts. Light mesons are sought in events containing two or 

three neutral energy clusters (3-3): i.e. one or two clusters from the meson decay 

plus an a.dditional cluster from the radiative photon. Events containing three or 

four clust.ers (3-4) are used to search for heavier mesons. In the int,ermediat.e 

mass region. around 1.5 t.o 2 Gel-/c’. both analyses yield consistent results. In 

t,he following we refer to the two analyses by the clust,er cement, (2-3) or (3-4). 

respectively. 

To ensure that at least one clust,er opposite bo the phot.on candidat,e indeed 

originates from overlapping photons. a maximum likelihood fit using PIFIT is 

performed to test the hypothesis of many phot.on vs. one phot,on origin. For 

events with two energy clusters the meson candidate is required t,o have a log- 

likelihood difference AC for the two-photon and one-photon hypotheses Ill] of 

larger than 3.5. Three cluster events are t.reated differently for the (2-3) and 

(3-4) cluster analyses. The (2-3) analysis requires the highest of the t.wo energy 

clusters from the meson decay to have AC :.- 2.5. In the high mass (3-4) analysis 

however. t,he highest energy cluster is often due to a single phot,on from t,he meson 

decay fragments. Therefore we require the second highest energy cluster t,o sat,isfy 

AC > 1.5. No const,raint .is necessary for t,he four cluster t.opology because of 

smaller background. The resulting data sample consists of 458 events for the (2-3) 

analysis. Due t.o soft,er cuts. 1314 events pass the (3-4) analysis. 

The invariant mass of the meson candidates is plotted for the (2-3) and (3-4) 

6 
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Figure 3: Spectra of invariant masses recoiling against. t.he radiative photon for 

dat.a collected on the Y( IS) resonance (solid hist.ogram) and on the Y(4S) (dashed 

hist,ogram). Fig. - ?a shows t.he result front t.he data set with t.wo and three energy 

clusters (Z-3), Fig. 31~ with three aud follr energy clusters (3-4). The bin size is 

54 MeV. 
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analyses in Fig. 2a,b as the solid histogram. The magnit,ude of t,he spectrum in 

Fig. 3a is dominated by the t.wo clust,er sub-sample. Broad clust.ers from shower 

fluctuations and overlapping phot.ons cause the enhancement, at low invariant mass. 

The sharp rise at 200 hileT- originates from the invariant mass cut for two clust.er 

events. The (3-4) spectrum. Fig. 3b, shows a peak around 400 MeV, which is due 

t,o configurations of clust.ers located closely in space. These arise from radiative 

QED events with shower fluctua.tions in the detector. 

To verify that the distribut,ions are compatible with background from QED 

and hadronic events, we performed t,he same analysis on 20pb-’ of dada accu- 

mulated on the Y(4S) resonance. The Y( 4s) state decays dominantly int,o pairs 

of B-mesons. Radiative decays are suppressed by the ratio of tot,al widths [z] 

r,,,(r(lS))'r,,,(r(4S)) 1 2 x 10e3 and are thus unobservable wit,h our present 

sensitivity. The mass spectra obtained from this data sample are shown in Fig. 2 

for both analyses as the dashed histograms. Fitting the shape of the Y(lS) data 

to that of the Y(4S) data yields a x2 of 67 and 86 for 59 degrees of freedom 

for the (3-3) and (3-4) cluster data sets: respectively. and normalization factors of 

0.43~0.03 (2-3) and 0.43 z 0.02 (3-4). Tl lese values are in agreement with the ratio 

of luminosities 30,/46 = 0.44: indica.ting that the major source of the background 

arises from QED processes which scale with luminosity. Given t.he uncertainty 

in the cluster neutrality det.ermination due to varying chamber performance we 

do not subtract t,he luminosity normalized spectra but rather use the uncorrect,ed 

Y( 1s) spectra for further analysis. 

Both invariant. mass spectra from Y( 1s) data in Fig. 2 show no struct,ure con- 

sistent with our experiment,al resolution. To obtain upper limits we fit.ted the 

spectra with Gaussians of fixed mass and widt.h as det.ermined from the Monte 

Carlo events. Legendre polynomials up t.o third order were used to accommodate 

the background shape. The mass interval fitted was at least 1 GeV/c’ wide, corre- 

sponding to more than 1, 3 st.andard deviations of our resolution. No signals wit’11 

more t.han two standard deviations were found. For each individual fit? the 90%’ 

confidence level (CL) upp er 1 imit on the observed number of events was obtained 

,by integrating t.he likelihood function up t.o 90% of it.s total area between JV = 0 

and infinity. As an example. at the posit.ion of the 77’ t,he fit yields an a.mplitude 

of K = 5.5 rt 8.3 events, corresponding t,o a 90% CL upper limit of A-s,, = 17.5 

events. 
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Efficiency Determination 

The efficiency ~MC for all selection cuts except t,he requirement, of neutrality was 

determined with the Monte Carlo generated event.s. Efficiencies of about 40% 

were found for radiative decays into 77, 77’ and for low mass states X decaying 

int,o 7r*7riTc. With increasing 7r’n ’ invariant mass the (2-3 ) cluster analysis becomes 

less efficient; above 1.5 GeV/‘c2 we therefore use the (3-4) clust.er analysis wit,h 

an efficiency of 30%. nearly independent of mass. The efficiency for the ~77~ final 

st.at.e using t.he (3-3) clust.er analysis decreases from 30% to 15’1 between threshold 

a.nd 2.2 GeV/c2; at this mass t,he (3-4) cluster analysis takes over with a constant 

efficiency of 15%. 

The probability for evex1t.s t.o pass the neutrality requirement w-as st.udied using 

the very clean two-photon process c-c- j c’t-f2(11!iO). f2 -+ rr”nir3 j 4-, and 

the QED processes c+c- j etc.- and e’c- ---$ 2~. The weighted average of bot’h 

methods yields an efficiency of e7 = (93.35 1.5)‘7 for the detection of a photon as a 

neutral energy cluster. The error arises from the quadratic addition of statistical 

and systematic uncertainties. This neutral probability per photon includes the 

effects of photon conversion in t.he beam pipe or chambers and from accidemal 

ta.gging due to random chamber hit.s. The neutral efficiency per event is then 

given by E,,. = ET: where II is the tot,al number of photons for the event. -4s we 

analyzed two decay modes of the q. 7 --f 71 and 7 --t 37r’. the final efficiency c,,,t 

for a particular Y( 1s) d ecay t,o survive the clust.er neutrality requirement: is t,he 

branching ratio times acceptance weighted average of e,,.. For radiat,ive decays 

inbo 7rO.s only. encut is identical to e,,.. 

Results 

VI-it11 the number of produced Y( IS) events. NT = (4i6 i 30) x 103, t.he select,ion 

efficiency enfc, the neutral efficiency encut. and the 9O’Z CL upper limit Xs,, on 

the observed number of events we calculate the 90% confidence level upper limit 

on t.he branching ratio with the formula 

crrel is the quadratically combined fractional error of t,he efficiencies, the number 

of Y (IS) decays and the errors on the measured branching ratios [2] of the light 

mesons into all-neutral final states. VVith t.he factor 1 + 1.28a,,r we convert t,he 
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Figure 3: 90%’ confidence level upper limit,s for By x B,y = 

BVW) --+ 7-Y) x B(S + K’T’) (solid line) aud BT(lS) x B,y = 

B(WS) -+ ‘r-Y) x B(X --+ ipj) (dashed line) for narrow resonances -Y 

(l-r: < 5OMel'). To guide the eye, the data points were connected with a line. 

product ~MC enrut .Vy int.0 its value at 90% CL. 1l’e obt.ain: 

B(Y(lS) --$ ‘i 4 77) < 3.5 x 1o-4 
B(T(lS) + -, + 7’) < 1.3 x 1O-3 

B(Y(lS) --+ 7 + fi(12iO)) < 8.1 x 1o-4 
B(T(lS) --$ -, + f#i20), fi -+ 7pj) < 4.3 x 10-4. 

(4) 

In Fig. 3 we show as solid points the upper limit on t.he product branching rat.io 

for the decay chain Y( IS) + ?S: ,Y + ~‘7’ or -Y + qq. For t.he upper limit 

calculation: the tot.al width of S was assumed t.o be l?,y < 50 Me\’ and a st.ep size 

of 100 Me\* was chosen in the -Y mass corresponding to about our resolution. For 

both X decay modes the upper limit is in the region of 1 Y 10e4 t.o 5 x 10m4. 

Special Search for T(lS) -+ 717 -+ 3-j 

The preceeding resu1t.s have been obtained analyzing the moments of lnult.i-phot.ou 

energy depositions. If such depositions are due to esact.ly two photons, the max- 

imum likelihood method PIFIT cau be enlployed t.o disent.angle the two pho- 

t.ons creating this shower.’ Such an approach is especiaIly suit,ed for the decay 

VW ---+ Y77, ‘I + 2y where t.he two decay photous from the q merge to treat e 

oiie single energy clust.er;,ouly very asguiinet.ric 77 decays result in the t.wo photous 

fcmiiiiig distiurt clusters. The log-likeliltoc,d difference !ll] from PIFlT aloue is 
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used t,o discriminat,e between showers arising from a single phot,on and from two 

photons. 4pplicat,ion of this method provides a mass spect,rum with significantly 

less background and thus a ,more direct approach t,o search for the Y(lS) --t yv 

decay. 

1f-e have selected our dat.a for events \vith two neutral energy clusters well 

within the fiducial volume of the detect.or? cos0, / 5 O.i5, There Br is t,he angle 

with respect t,o the beam direcbion. The difference of the PIFIT log-likelihoods 

for the two-photon and one-photon hypotheses was required to be AL < 2 for 

the photon candidat,e and larger than 2 for the meson candidate. Furthermore we 

demand the energy deposition of the photon candidate t.o be E, > 0.80 Ebcom and 

of the v candida.te to be E, >, 0.65 Ebram. 

Jlonte Carlo generated events of the QED process e-e- 4 T)(T) indicat’e tha.t 

the contribution of this background to a possible q signal is most prominent for 

t.he more asymmet,ric 0 decays. To remove such events we utilize the fact that 

t,he fitting procedure PIFIT also yields the most probable directions and energies 

Uonte Carlo studies show that a cut of the photons and thus an invariant mass. 

on the lower of the two photon energies Eiou' ,.z 1.4 !U,-, removes less than 25% 

of an expected n signal but significantly reduces the QED background. Fig. 4a 

shows after all cut,s the invariant mass spectrum from the QED 1Iont.e Carlo events 

corresponding to the sa.me indegrated luminosity as the real data. The large peak 

on the left hand side is due t,o events from process c-c- -+ 33: where PIFIT 

has converged on a local minimum for the two-photon hypothesis despit.e a one- 

photon origin. The cut in AL forces this peak t,o be ofLet from zero invariant 

mass. The entries above 200 ILIeV arise from c+ c- annihilation into three phot,ons. 

Xo enhancement at the position of the 77 mass is visible. 

Fig. 4b ~110~s t,he invariant mass spectrum of t,he meson candidate for t,he 

Y(lS) data. This spectrum is consistent in shape and magnitude with t,he QED 

Monte Carlo spectrum, except for a possible slight enhancement around the n 

mass. A fit with a Gaussian of fixed width (r = 63 hIe1-. det.ermined from Mont,e 

Carlo simulation. yields 13.4 &- 5.i events at JI,, = (548 = 38) MeV/c’, consistent 

with the nominal 71 mass. As the significance is only 3.3 standard deviat.ions, we 

prefer t.o calculate an upper limit at 90% confidence level and obtain 

B(Y( 1s) + 7 i 17) . 3.9 x IO-~ . 
(5) 

This result is in agreement wit.11 the upper limit obtained using the Global Shower 

Technique. 
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Figure 4: Invariant ~nass of energy deposit.ions consistent wit.11 originating from 
t.wo phot.ons. a) Monte Carlo generated events of the QED process c+c- -+ 13(y). 
b) Y ( 1 S) experiment al data. 
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Discussion aud Summary 

The results for Y( 1s) radiative decays to 77: q’, fi( 1270) and fi( 1720) are presented 

iu Table 1 together with a result obtained by CLEO [15] and various theoretical 

predictions. Our result s on radiative Y ( 1 S ) decays to q and q’ are t,he only available 

limits. The CLEO limit on the fx(12iO) IS much more stringent t,han ours, due t,o 

the lower background and larger efficiency for the 7r+r- decay mode, which they 

use. CLEO has also searched for the f?( li2O) in the channel K+h-- and obtained 

a limit on t,he product branching ratio of 3.2 x 10e5. 

Table 1: Experiment.al results (upper limits at 90%, confidence level) and t,heoret- 
ical predictions for branching ratios in units of lo- 5 for radiat,ive deca.ys of the 

Y( IS). Also included are the corresponding branching ratios for the J,/$? which 
are taken from the Part’icle Data Group .2 except for the branching ratio to the 

fi(li30). which is taken from Ref. 1161. 
. ____-...- __--. 

Y(lS)- 3 - 77 ? - 77' j - f2(13iO) j f fz(li30) 

__-- 
Crgst al Ball < 35 ’ 130 %_ 81 

f2-Tl 

< 43 

I ’ 

CLEO 115; 
Deshpande. Eilam [6] 15 

e-: 4.8 

100 
Kiirner et al. [5] 3 16 14 -1 
Tye ]7] 2 11 5 -1 
Int einann [ 1 i- 0.06 0.25 

J/v -+ y+rl 3 t77’ y + fz(1270) j -i fz(1720) 

f2 --+ 7777 

from j3.161 86 i 8 420 I?Z 50 160 x 20 26 31 11 _ 

Two different approa.ches have been used t,o calcula.te radiative decay widths 

of a heavy vect.or meson to light mesons. Both approaches yield predictions for 

J/t+? ra.diative decays which are in good agreement with the measured branching 

ratios. However. the predictions for Y( 1s) radiative decays differ subst,antially. 

Deshpande and Eilaxn !6]? Koruer ef al. .5# and Tye [i- use the QCD calculat,ion _ 

for the photon spectrum in radiative decay t.o t.wo gluons and scale t,o t,he cor- 

responding experiment,al J/6 branching ratios. The rat.her large rat.es predicded 

by Deshpande and Eilam [6] were obtained by introducing an ad hoc factor of 3, 

bo account. for t.he deviation between the experimental and theoretical inclusive 

phot,on spectrum observed on the J/z*. Otherwise. the deviations bet,ween these 

predict,ions reflect t,he implicit. uncert,ainties in the QCD approach. In contrast 

to the QCD calculations, Int,ernann [l’i] has studied radiative decays withiu the 

;. 
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framework of au extended vector meson dominance model and obtained predic- 

tious m-hichare substantially lower than t.hose from the QCD inspired methods. 

The snmlluess of the branching ratios is primarily due to a dynamical suppression 

of the 7-Y coupling when evaluated off 11lass shell. -All the predictions listed in 

Table 1 are below our upper limits. 

111 conclusion: no signal is seen for radiative decays of the Y(1S) resonance int,o 

the light nlesons qI q’, fz(l- 370) and fz( li20). Although the present experimental 

sensitivity is more than sufficient to probe the ranges of the corresponding J/q 

branching ratios (Table I), the experinleutal upper limits are not yet stringent 

enough t.o test different theoret,ical models predicting these decays. Also no signal 

is seen for radiat,ive decays to mesons which decay int.o X’T’ or into r/q. The lat,ter 

charmel is of interest for gluonium st.ates in geueral and the gluonium candidate 

f2( 1720) in particular. Overall. our measured upper limits are smaller than the 

branching ratios measured on t,he J/t+-, indicating a suppressiou of radiative decays 

011 the Y( 1s) resonance. Due to the coupliug of the photon to the quark, a natural 

suppression factor of ( E~/E,)~ = 1,!4 is expect.ed. which is approsimatelg observed 

- for- the lept.ouic branching ratio. However: our limits are not strong enough t.o test 

a further suppression expect,ed to arise from the mass ratio (n~,/mb)~. 
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